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IMPORTANT! Safety is the single most important consideration in the operation of this equipment. 
The following instructions must be followed at all times.

There are certain applications for which this tool was designed. We strongly recommend that this tool 
not be modified and/or used for any other application other than that for which it was designed. If you 
have any questions about its application, do not use the tool until you have contacted us and we have 
advised you.

General Safety Warnings

KNOW YOUR POWER TOOL. Read the owner’s manual carefully. Learn the tool’s 
applications, work capabilities, and its specific potential hazards.

ALWAYS KEEP VISITORS AWAY FROM RUNNING MACHINES. 
All visitors should be kept a safe distance from the work area.

ALWAYS MAKE THE WORKSHOP CHILDPROOF.
Childproof with padlocks, master switches, or by removing starter keys.

NEVER OPERATE A TOOL WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF DRUGS, 
MEDICATION, OR ALCOHOL.

ALWAYS WEAR PROPER APPAREL. 
Never wear loose clothing or jewelry that might get caught in moving parts. Rubber-soled footwear is 
recommended for the best footing.

ALWAYS USE SAFETY GLASSES AND WEAR HEARING PROTECTION. 
Also use a face or dust mask if the cutting operation is dusty.

NEVER OVERREACH. 
Keep your proper footing and balance at all times.

ALWAYS GROUND ALL TOOLS. 
If your tool is equipped with a three-pronged plug, you must plug it into a three-hole electric receptacle. 
If you use an adapter to accommodate a two-pronged receptacle, you must attach the adapter plug to a 
known ground. Never remove the third prong of the plug. 

ALWAYS AVOID DANGEROUS ENVIRONMENTS. 
Never use power tools in damp or wet locations. Keep your work area well lighted and clear of clutter.

ALWAYS REMOVE THE ADJUSTING KEYS AND WRENCHES FROM TOOLS AFTER USE. 
Form the habit of checking to see that keys and adjusting wrenches are removed from the tool before 
turning it on.

ALWAYS KEEP YOUR WORK AREA CLEAN. Cluttered areas and benches invite accidents.

NEVER STAND ON TOOLS. 
Serious injury could occur if the tool is tipped or if the cutting tool is accidentally 
contacted. 
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Operator Safety:  Required Reading



Special Safety Rules For Belt & Disc Sanders

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS.
Refer to them often.
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1. Do not operate this machine until you have read all of the following instructions.
2. Do not attempt to operate this machine until it is completely assembled.
3. Do not turn ON this machine if any pieces are missing.
4. If you are not familiar with the operation of the machine, obtain assistance from a qualified

person.
5. It is highly recommended that this machine be firmly mounted to a flat and secure work surface

or stand.
6. Always wear protective eye wear prior to operating this machine.
7. Do not operate this machine if you are under the influence of drugs and/or alcohol.
8. Remove all jewelry prior to operating this machine.
9. Do not wear any gloves while operating this machine.

10. Always make sure the power switch is in the OFF position prior to plugging in the machine.
11. Always make sure the power switch is in the OFF position when doing any assembly or setup

operation.
12. Always wear a dust mask and use adequate dust collection and proper ventilation. Use of

sanders can produce harmful particles while sanding certain types of woods.
13. The use of any accessories or attachments not recommended may cause injury to you and

damage your machine.
14. This machine must be properly grounded.
15. Abrasive discs and belts should be the recommended width and length of the manufacturer.
16. Always keep your face and hands clear of moving parts such as belts and pulleys.
17.Keep power supply cords free of moving parts of the sander. Damaged cords can result in

electric shock.
18. Maintain a 1/16” clearance between the sanding disc, sanding belt and tables.
19.Always support the workpiece with the table or backstop.
20. Remove material or debris from the work area. Keep work area neat and clean.

ALWAYS CHECK FOR DAMAGED PARTS.
Before initial or continual use of the tool, a guard or other part that is damaged should be checked to 
assure that it will operate properly and perform its intended function. Check for alignment of moving 
parts, binding of moving parts, breakage of parts, mounting, and any other conditions that may affect its 
operation. A guard or other damaged parts should immediately be properly repaired or replaced.

ALWAYS DISCONNECT TOOLS.
Disconnect tools before servicing and when changing accessories such as blades, bits, and cutters.

ALWAYS AVOID ACCIDENTAL STARTING. 
Make sure switch is in “OFF” position before plugging in cord.

NEVER LEAVE TOOLS RUNNING UNATTENDED.

This owner’s manual is not a teaching aid. Use of this owner’s manual is intended to
 show assembly, adjustments, and general use.
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NOTE: 
was prepared. Changes and improvements may be made at any time, with no obligation on the part of Rikon Power Tools, Inc. 
to modify previously delivered units. Reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the information in this manual is correct, to 
provide you with the guidelines for the proper safety, assembly and operation of this machine.

Motor ................................................................................................................ 800 W
Amps .................................................................................................................. 6.5 A
Volts, Hertz .............................................................................................. 240 V, 50 Hz
Belt Size ........................................................................................... ...150x1220 mm
Belt Speed (no load) ....................................................................................517 m/min
Belt Table Tilt ................................................................................................... 0° - 90°
Belt Fence (LxH) ................................................................................ ... 200x120 mm
Disc Size (PSA) Diameter .............................................................................. 250 mm
Disc Speed (no load) ................................................................................. 1400 RPM
Table Size (LxW) ....................................................................................355x200 mm
Disc Table Tilt ................................................................................................... 0° - 45°
Miter Gauge ‘T’ Slot ................................................................................ 8.7x9.15 mm
Dust Port (1) .................................................................................................. 63.5 mm
Overall Size (LxWxH) ..................................................................... 725x410x450 mm
Base Size (LxW) ..................................................................................... 560x260 mm
Net Weight ...........................................................................................................44 kg
Gross Weight ..........................................................................................................46 kg



When unpacking, check to make sure the following parts are included. If any parts are missing 
or broken, please call RIKON Power Tools at the number on the cover of this manual as soon as 
possible.

Contents of Package
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Carton Contents

Item Description Qty
A Belt & disc sander assembly  1

B Sanding disc  1

C Table support w/scale  1

D Table support   1

E Work table for belt   1

F Miter Gauge  1

G Work table for disc   1

H Locking knob for table support  2

I Mount, support table  1

J Mount, support table w/indicator  1

K Bag of loose parts   1

L Owner’s manual  1

List of loose parts in bag
Description Qty Description  Qty

Sunk head screw M6x16  2

Washer 6mm   2

Knurled nut M6  2

Hex. bolt  4

Lock washer  4

Pan head screw M6x16             4

Lock washer 6mm              4

Washer 6mm              2

Hex “L” wrench 3mm   1

Hex “L” wrench 6mm   1



Fig. 01

Fig. 02
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Assembly

Securing Sander Base Assembly to Workbench

The sander base must be secured before using. 
Attach a large C-Clamp to each side of the sander 
and the workbench. Or, permanently mount following 
the instructions below:

operating location.

2. Place a pencil through the mounting holes of the
sander base (42) and mark the hole locations on
workbench.

3. Remove the sander and drill four 3/8 inch holes
through the workbench.

4. Align the sander base over the holes and secure
using four 5/16 inch screws (or larger) and hex nuts.
(See Fig. 01)

Fig. 03

THE MACHINE MUST NOT BE                
PLUGGED IN AND THE 

POWER SWITCH MUST BE IN THE 'OFF' 
POSITION UNTIL ASSEMBLY IS COMPLETE.

Installing the Belt Table

1. Place the work table for belt on the work support.

2. Insert two countersink head screws through the
work table and the work support slot.

3. Put a 6mm washer and a wing nut on the screw
and tighten. (See Fig. 03)

Mounting Sanding Disc and Guard

1. Locate the sanding disc (22) and peel the backing
off of the disc.

2. Align the perimeter of the sanding disc over plate.

3. Position the disc guard (27) onto the lower portion
of the sanding disc so that the mounting holes align.

4. Using a Phillips screwdriver, fasten two pan head
screws (found in parts bag) through the disc guard.
(See Fig. 02)

Changing the Sanding Disc

The sandpaper disc can be removed with the table 
installed, or with the table removed to give more work-
ing access to the disc, if needed.

1. Peel off the used abrasive disc from the metal
sanding disc. A putty knife may help in this process.

2. Make sure that the disc plate is clean of any resi-
due. Mineral spirits will soften the PSA adhesives.
Rotate the disc by hand may be necessary to get
access to all of the disc surface.

3. Peel the backing off the new PSA 10” sanding disc,
then center and press the sanding disc onto the metal
disc plate.

4. Replace the sanding table if it was removed.
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Fig. 06

Fig. 07

Fig. 05

Fig. 04

Installing the Disc Table Assembly

Warning:
between the table and sanding surface, the table 
edge should be a maximum of 1/16 inch from the 
sanding surface.

1. Use two M6x16 pan head screws to fasten the
table support mount to the front of the sander.

2. Place the support table with scale onto the table
support mount.

place the knob into the tilt scale plate and mount.
Hand tighten it only at this time. (See Fig. 04)

4. Place the table onto table support; align the four
screws which are pre-assembled under the table with
the holes of table support. (See Fig. 05)

5. Put the external lock washer and hex nut onto the
screws, and tighten.

6. Adjust the table and re-tighten the table lock knobs.

7. Loosen the four M6 hex nuts under the table.

8. Use a 1/16 inch drill bit as a spacer. Place the drill
bit between the disc and the front edge of the table.
Hold the table against the 1/16 inch drill bit and tight-
en the four M6 hex nuts. (See Fig. 06)

Leveling Table Assembly

Warning: To avoid injury from accidental start, make 
sure the machine is unplugged before making any 
adjustments.

1. Using  a combination square, check the angle of
the work table with the disc. (See Fig. 07)

2. If the table is not 90 degrees with the disc, loosen
the table lock knob screw and tilt the table.

3. Adjust the worktable square to the disc and re-tight-
en the table lock knob.

4. Adjust the pointer to the zero mark on the scale
plate.

Assembly
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   Installing the Sanding Belt 

Warning: To avoid injury from accidental start, 
make sure the machine is unplugged before making 
any adjustments.

a “direction arrow”.  The sanding belt must run in the 
direction of this arrow, so that the splice does not 
come apart.

1. Slide the tension lever to the right to release the
belt tension. (See Fig. 08)

2. Place the sanding belt over the drums with the
direction arrow pointing in the proper direction.
(See Fig. 09) Make sure the belt is centered on both
drums.

3. Slide tension lever to the left to apply belt tension.

4. Tighten the hex socket screw (59) when the bed is
in the desired position for sanding. See page 10.

1. Plug in the power cord. Turn the switch “ON” and
immediately  “OFF”, noting if the belt tends to slide
off the idler drum or drive drum.

2. If the sanding belt moves toward the disc, turn the
tracking knob clockwise 1/4 turn. (See Fig. 10)

3. If the sanding belt moves away from the disc, turn
the tracking knob counterclockwise 1/4 turn.

4. Turn the switch “ON” and immediately “OFF” again,
noting the belt movement. Readjust the tracking knob
if necessary.

Fig. 08

Fig. 09

Fig. 10

Tensioning and Tracking

Assembly
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Electrical Requirements

In the event of a malfunction or breakdown, grounding provides a path of least resistance for electric 
current to reduce the risk of electric shock. This tool is equipped with an electric cord having an 
equipment-grounding conductor and a grounding plug. The plug must be plugged into a matching 
outlet that is properly installed and grounded in accordance with all local codes and ordinances.

Do not modify the plug provided. If it will not fit the outlet, have the proper outlet installed by a 
qualified electrician.

Improper connection of the equipment-grounding conductor can result in a risk of electric shock. The 
conductor, with insulation having an outer surface that is green with or without yellow stripes, is the 
equipment-grounding conductor. If repair or replacement of the electric cord or plug is necessary, do 
not connect the equipment-grounding conductor to a live terminal.

Check with a qualified electrician or service personnel if the grounding instructions are not completely 
understood, or if in doubt as to whether the tool is properly grounded.

Use only three wire extension cords that have three-prong grounding plugs and three-pole receptacles 
that accept the tool’s plug.*
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Electrical Requirements



Operation

Bevel Sanding

The work table can be tilted from 0 to 45 degrees for 
bevel sanding. Loosen the table lock knob and tilt the 
work table to desired angle as shown. (See Fig. 12) 
Re-tighten the table lock knob.

Warning:
between the table and sanding surface, the table 
should repositioned on the table support to retain a 
maximum of 1/16” distance between the sanding 
surface and the table.

Positioning the Belt Bed

A bed locking hex socket head screw locks the belt 
bed in a vertical or horizontal position.

To adjust vertical position:
1. Remove the work support.

2. Loosen the hex socket head locking screw (59)
using a 1/4 inch hex wrench. (See Fig. 13)

3. Position the belt bed vertically as shown and tight-
en the hex socket head locking screw.

Surface Sanding on the Sanding Belt

Warning: To avoid injury from slips, jams or thrown 
pieces, adjust the backstop to clear the sanding 
surface by no more than 1/16th of and inch.  When 
checking clearance between the belt and work sup-
port, use a 1/16” drill bit as a spacer gauge.
(See Fig. 14)

2. Keep the end butted against the backstop and
move the work evenly across the sanding belt.  Use
extra caution when sanding very thin pieces. (See
Fig. 15)

3. For sanding long pieces, remove the work support.

4. Apply only enough pressure to allow the sanding
belt to remove material.
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Fig. 12

Fig. 13

Fig. 14

Fig. 15
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End Sanding on the Sanding Belt   

To sand the end of a long workpiece, it is recommend-
ed to sand with the belt in the vertical position. 

1. To raise the belt to the vertical position, follow the
instructions in “Positioning Belt Bed” on the previous
page.

2. Install the work table assembly.

3. Move the work evenly across the sanding belt.
(See Fig. 16)

Sanding Curved Edges

Always sand inside curves on the idler drum as 
shown.(See Fig. 17)

Warning: Never attempt to sand the ends of a work-
piece on the idler drum. Applying the end of the work-
piece to the idler drum could cause the workpiece to 
fly up and result in an injury.

Always sand outside curves on the left side of center 
on the sanding disc as shown. The downward rotating 
sanding disc will safely force the work down onto the 
work table where it can be safely controlled.(Fig. 18)

Warning: Applying the workpiece to the right side of 
the disc could cause a workpiece to fly up (kickback) 
and result in an injury.

Sanding Small End Surfaces on the Sanding Disc

Note: Use of a miter gauge is recommended for this 
operation.

Always move the work across left side of center on 
the sanding disc face as shown. (See Fig. 19)

Warning: Applying the workpiece to the right side of 
the disc could cause workpiece to fly up( kickback) 
and result in an injury.

Fig. 16

Fig. 17

Fig. 18

Fig. 19

Operation
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Fig. 20

Fig. 22

Fig. 23

1. Apply a light coat of paste wax to the work table to
make feeding stock easier, and reduce rust.

2. Use compressed air to frequently blow out dust and
debris from the sander and motor. (See Fig. 20)

Warning: To avoid electrocution or fire, any repairs 
to electrical systems should be done only by qualified 
service technicians. Unit must be reassembled exactly 
to factory specifications.

3. If the power cord is worn, cut, or damaged in any
way, have it repaired immediately.

Changing the Motor Belt

1. Using a Phillips screwdriver, remove the three pan
head screws located in the cover. (See Fig. 21)

2. Remove the cover.

3. Loosen four M8 hex head screws to allow the
pulleys to shift enough to place belt around them.
Place the belt around the motor pulley and drive
pulley as shown. (See Fig. 22)

4. Adjust tension of the belt by putting a wrench in the
adjusting gap. Push up on the wrench to tighten the
tension between the two pulleys.

5. Tighten the four M8 hex head screws carefully.

6. Test belt tension by placing fingers on either side
of the belt and squeeze.  There should be about a 1/4
inch ‘give’, or deflection, to the belt. (See Fig. 23)

Note: Too much  tension on the pulley belt may cause 
increased noise and over load the motor.  Not enough 
tension on the pulley belt may cause the belt to fail 
prematurely.

7. Locate the pulley cover and position it inside the
edges of pulley housing.

8. Using a Phillips screwdriver, reinstall and tighten
the three pan head screws.

Maintenance

Warning: For your safety, remove the plug from 
power source outlet before adjusting, maintaining, of 
lubricating your belt and disc sander.

Fig. 21
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SYMPTOM PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

Sander does not operate 1. Not plugged into wall outlet. 1. Plug into wall outlet.
2. Locking key is not inserted. 2. Insert locking key.
3. Power switch defective. 3. Replace power switch.
4. Motor or wiring problem. 4. Take to a qualified technician.

Motor slows when sanding 1. Timing belt is too tight. 1. Decrease tension.
2. Applying too much pressure 2. Apply less pressure to work

on work piece. piece when sanding.

Sanding Belt runs off drums 1. Not tracking proplerly. 1. Adjust tracking.

Wood burns while sanding 1. Sanding Disc or Belt is loaded 1.Clean or replace disc or belt.
with debris.

Sander makes excessive noise 1. Timing belt too tight, bearings 1. Decrease tension, oil bearings.
need oil.

Troubleshooting

Wiring Diagram

Troubleshooting
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Parts Explosion
Parts Diagram
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Parts List

         DESCRIPTION

Cast base
Motor cover
Safety guard, sanding belt lower
Pan head screw M5x8
Thread M6x145
Rubber sleeve
Support stem
Lock base sander belt
Motor 
Hex head screw
Lock washer
Drive pulley
Countersink washer
Drive pulley
Pulley cover
Timing belt
Drive pulley
Flat head screw M5x25
Bearing support
Lock plate sander plate
Hex socket cap screw M8x25
Retaining ring 15mm
Ball bearing
Drive shaft
Pan head screw M5x16
Rubber washer
Tension lever
Lever spacer
Rubber washer
Index spring
Rubber bushing
Retaining ring 12mm
Ball bearing
Idler drum
Idler shaft
Drum guide
Index spring
Power cord w/plug
“D” shape rubber bushing

PART NO.

1-JL61010001-001G
1-JL61010002-001S
1-JL61010012-001S
1-M5X10GB818Z
1-M6X145GB818Z
1-JL61010011-001S
1-JL61010010
1-JL61020026-001G
2-YYG900064
1-M8X16GB5781Z
1-WSH8GB93Z
1-JL61020027
1-WSH6GB5287Z
1-JL61020001
1-JL61010004-001S
1-JL61020034
1-JL61020002
1-M6X20GB70Z
1-JL61020004
1-JL61020005-117L
1-M8X25GB5783B
1-CLP15GB894D1B
1-BRG80202GB278
1-JL61020025
1-M5X16GB818B
1-JL61020021-001S
1-JL61020023-117U
1-JL61020013
1-JL60020018
1-JL61020020
1-JL61020022
1-CLP12GB894D1B
1-BRG80101GB278
1-JL61020017
1-JL61020016
1-JL61022000
1-JL61020015
2-SA3752300-483
1-JL61010009-001S

KEY 
NO.

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

KEY 
NO.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

8A
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31a
31b
32a
32b
33
34
35
36
37
38

        DESCRIPTION

Sanding belt 6” x 48”
Bed
Knob
Washer 
Wing screw
Sunk head screw M6x16
Work table for belt
Work support, for sander belt
Work support plastic belt shroud
Lock pin, work support
Wing nut M6
Lock washer-helical 5mm
Pan head screw M5x8
Pan head screw M5x16
Switch housing
No-volt switch
Bearing spacer 
Bearing cap
Socket head screw M8x10
Drive drum
Cover, switch housing
Pad - 10” dia. sandpaper
Screw-pan cross M6x12
Disc
Support, sanding disc
Tapping screw M4x12
Disc guard
Disc shroud
Hex nut M6
Pan head screw M6x16
Mount, table support, left
Mount, table support, right
Table support, left
Table support,right
Table
Dust collector
Pan head screw M5x16
Clamp handle
Handle
Pan head screw M5x16

PART NO.

1-JL61020032
1-JL61021000-117U
1-JL20061101/2-001S
1-WSH8GB96B
1-JL61040006
1-M6X16GB818B
1-JL61040008-117U
1-JL61040003A-117U
1-JL61040007-0015
1-JL61040004
1-JL20061003-001S
1-WSH5GB862D2Z
1-M5X14GB818B
1-ST4D2X25GB845B
1-JL60062001-001S
1-KJD12-10ZF-230V
1-JL61020008
1-JL61020007
1-M8X10GB80B
1-JL61020006
1-JL60062002-001S
1-JL61020033
1-M6X10GB70Z
1-JL61030001
1-JL61030002A
1-M5X40GB70Z
1-JL61010005-117U
1-JL61010006-001S
1-M6GB6170Z
1-M6X16GB5781Z
1-JL61030005-001Y
2-JL61034000-001Y
2-JL61032000-001Y
2-JL61033000-001Y
1-JL61030010A-001G
1-JL61010003-001S
1-M5X16GB818B
1-JL61010014-001Y
1-JL61010013
1-M6X16GB818B

NOTE: Please reference the Manufacturer’s Part Number when calling for Replacement Parts.
For Parts under Warranty, the serial number of your machine is required.

78    Miter gauge                                   1-JL61062000
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Notes
Use this section to record maintenance, service and any calls to Technical Support:
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Notes
Use this section to record maintenance, service and any calls to Technical Support:
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Notes
Use this section to record maintenance, service and any calls to Technical Support:
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